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FIRE OPERATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE - Minutes 
Thursday, July 16, 2020 – 08:00 Hours 

Virtual Meeting  
1.  Call to Order  
Chief Wood called the meeting to order at 08:01. 
 
Bartlett   A/C Brian Becker 
Bloomingdale   Acting Chief Rich Kurka 
Carol Stream  Chief Rob Schultz 
Carol Stream  DC Tom Nash 
Clarendon Hills Chief Brian Leahy 
Darien-Woodridge Chief Steve Gorsky 
Downers Grove D/C Scott Spinazola 
Elmhurst  D/C Bill Anaszewicz 
Glen Ellyn  A/C Jim Sisson 
Glenside  Chief Russ Wood 
Glenside  DC Rich Cassady 
Hanover Park  A/C Eric Fors 
Hinsdale  DC Tim McElroy 
Lisle-Woodridge Chief Keith Krestan 
Lisle-Woodridge DC Steve Demas 
Lisle-Woodridge EMS Coord. James Weaver 
Lisle-Woodridge BC Scott Gray 
Lombard  Chief Rick Sander 

Lombard   DC Ray Kickert 
Oak Brook   Chief Barry Liss 
Oakbrook Terrace  Chief Ralph DeLuca, Jr.  
Roselle  Chief Mark Bozik 
Villa Park  Chief Ron Rakosnik  
West Chicago  Chief Pat Tanner 
West Chicago  DC Tim Ledig 
Wheaton   Chief Bill Schultz 
Winfield  Chief Steve Evans 
York Center  Chief Andy Bonomo 
York Center  Chief Rick Sanborn, Jr.  
DU-COMM  Director Brian Tegtmeyer 
DU-COMM  DD Nicole Lamela 
DU-COMM  CM Heather Berg 
DU-COMM  DD Matthew Baarman 
DU-COMM  MIS Manager Klein 
DU-COMM  Secretary Christine Keifer 
 

 
2.  Approval of Meeting Minutes: 
A.  June 18, 2020  
Chief Rakosnik made the motion to approve the June 18, 2020 minutes and Chief Evans seconded. The motion 
was approved by unanimous voice vote. 

                      
3.  Peer Review  
A. 342 Killdeer, Bloomingdale            BOX/FIRE   06/09/2020@18:17 
AC Kurka summarized the call. Went to box mostly to ensure companies could be replenished, if needed, due to the 
humid weather. No communications problems. Chief Tanner noted ACDC took the related calls that weren’t 
transferred to DU-COMM. CM Berg noted there were approximately five calls ACDC took. She listened to the first one 
and all phone traffic to confirm none of the calls were transferred. ACDC processed the calls (in Bloomingdale PD 
jurisdiction), so CS not done on any of the calls, which will be discussed with their administration. DU-COMM does 
EFD and ACDC does not. Chief Tanner noted the importance for agencies to know ACDC does not use EFD. Asked 
if it should be discussed at a higher level. CM Berg noted ACDC should have transferred fire calls to DU-COMM to 
enable us to use EFD and that will be discussed further. She noted the local tone was delayed, due to TC confusion 
regarding if the type code needed to change for the box alarm. Chief Tanner asked for clarification and CM Berg 
noted in old CAD, TCs changed the type code for box alarms, but in new CAD that is not done. The TC had a 
moment of confusion and this was discussed at length with the TC. Chief Tanner asked if the box changes the 
amount of vehicles that respond. CM Berg noted the type code remains the same, but at a box level, programming 
pulls a recommendation based on the agency’s box cards, specialty teams, etc. CM Berg noted AC Fors asked for 
the LiveMUM view of the incident. LiveMUM playback is a video and harder to send via email and without context, 
hard to understand. CM Berg shared the screen to show the difference in LiveMUM before the move, and after, and 
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asked if this would work for future reviews. CM Berg summarized the LiveMUM views for three moves. She noted it 
looked like GE engine 61 was relocated, but could not find the change of quarter’s ticket, but LiveMUM and CAD 
showed it moved. To investigate further.   
 
Chief Wood noted the screen shots would be helpful for future reviews and should be included in the packet. CM Berg 
confirmed. Chief Tanner asked Manager Klein if replay is possible. Manager Klein noted it is difficult to produce a 
video as it takes time to go through the views of individual stations, units, etc., and you cannot move backwards and 
forward. The program works and LiveMUM catches everything in CAD. Only issue is sometimes the replay source 
spins forever and needs to be cleared. Chief Tanner noted the still shots will suffice until we meet again in person and 
can review video. Manager Klein noted all agencies can replay LiveMUM, and could train at a future meeting.  
Chief Bozik asked CM Berg about the responsibility to initiate the moves in this instance. CM Berg noted DU-COMM, 
initiated the equipment moves and communicate with ACDC.   
 
Chief Bonomo noted one of the better calls, almost flawless. He noted interference on IFERN. CM Berg noted 
yesterday DD Baarman provided training to allow bridge staff to disable interfering IFERN sites. This option could 
solve interference issues. AC Fors ask Manager Klein for borders under the screen shot views. AC Fors noted all 
agencies have the ability to review LiveMUM and should review to ensure coverage is correct.  
 
4.  Reports 
A. Staff 
DD Lamela noted reports in the packet. Involved in Standardization Committee, and also reviewing ICFs for 
issues.   
 
B. ETSB 
Director Tegtmeyer noted meeting last Monday. ETSB approved Plexiglas for the consoles and thermometers 
stations. The County to reimburse the ETSB under the CARES Act. More budget discussions at ETSB. Controls 
and staffing were discussed at the last several meetings. Agencies encouraged to watch You-Tube of the 
meetings or attend. ETSB moved meetings to the second Monday each month through yearend. DU-COMM will 
send the updated calendar to members.   
 
Chief Wood asked if DU-COMM would participate in the radio maintenance RFP. The Director confirmed, but no 
RFP yet. The Director noted ETSB radio replacement discussions, $24 million (list price) for portable radios. 
Two phases: police first. ETSB has more VHF dual-band radios. Fire radios, the second year. He noted the 
need to determine our agencies’ comfort level for this expense and current the status of radios. Process won’t 
start until the budget is approved, in several months.  
 
Chief Bonomo reminded agencies not to send radio repair tickets to DU-COMM, they must go to the ETSB. 
Director Tegtmeyer confirmed. DC Spinazola noted the need to follow-up with ETSB to expedite approval. The 
Director noted the need for DU-COMM to address further with the ETSB. DD Baarman noted he receives ETSB 
approvals in batches.  Radios can be dropped off at DU-COMM, but no work will be done until the ETSB 
approves the ticket. Chief Bonomo noted confusion with the new T&M system, as it was very simple before it. 
Director Tegtmeyer noted if members want DU-COMM to continue radio maintenance, let the ETSB know. Chief 
Bonomo suggested DC Anaszewicz add the topic to the DuPage Chiefs Executive Board agenda. 
 
C. MABAS Divisions (2, 10, 12, 16) 
None.        
 
D. Apparatus Changes 
None. 
 
5.  Committees 
A. Fire Marshal Meeting (May meeting cancelled)  
The next meeting August 5, 2020 at 09:00. Chief Wood suggested agencies advise DD Lamela of any new 
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Marshals, inspectors, etc. DD Lamela noted close to CAD interface and may test soon.  
 
B. Fire Standardization Committee 
Wheaton Chief Schultz noted no meeting since the last Fire Ops, but the DU-COMM Fire Standardization met 
last week and discussed Commit and Cover, but keeping meetings to one hour. Meeting every two weeks. Other 
agenda items: toning for emergency operations (alternate method for specialty teams and Chiefs notifications). 
Standardized communication plans for mutual aid. IFERN issues, and On-duty Manager checklist with 
information on major incidents. Send other issues to him or DD Lamela. 
 
Chief Wood asked about the meetings with ACDC, and Chief Shultz noted none recently, due to schedules, but 
still working on the Purvis app issues. Once resolved, may move to quarterly meetings. Chief Schultz to add 
today’s Peer review issues to the agenda. Chief Wood thanked Chief Schultz and his team.   
  
6.  Old Business  
A.  Fire Station Alerting Project 
DD Lamela noted optional Purvis equipment should be installed by August. Send questions to the ETSB and let 
us know if response is not timely. No further information.  
 
B.  Pulse Point – Update 
DD Lamela noted discussions with vendor, either all in, or not. Agencies can download the app to phones and 
determine ease of use. Pulse Point AED is free. Somehow ProQA contacts the AED registry and advises TC of 
AED locations if required, based on determinants from questioning. They would like the Fire departments to help 
build the registry. DU-COMM gets notifications when AEDs are installed, which is added to CAD LSI data. DD 
Lamela to get more information and ask the ETSB for the interface. The system works with Hexagon. Based on 
our population the cost is $10k initially and 18k per year to notify the public of cardiac issues in the field. Cost of 
25k per year would include CPR and residential addresses and Chiefs could add off-duty personnel to pages. If 
wanted she suggested a Fire Standardization memo for the ETSB. The Director noted the ETSB is unlikely to 
pay for it and DU-COMM did not budget for it. Costs would be split among participating agencies, but need to 
ask the ETSB for the interface. Chief Sander noted Lombard documented all AEDs in their town with pictures, 
and addresses and send information to Pulse Point, which anyone can do at no cost. Lombard Inspectors  
update as they see new AEDs. He can see AED locations in his town on his phone. Chief Wood asked DD 
Lamela to add topic to the Fire Marshal agenda.   
 
C.  New CAD Codes – Active Assailant and Fire Alarm – Carbon Dioxide Activation 
DD Lamela noted work continues with the ETSB to update. Have not met due to scheduling conflicts. Will meet 
on what agencies want. Email her or CM Berg to schedule meeting with MIS Tech Roberts.  
 
D.  Emergency Operations Fire Desk – Storm Mode – tones used when Purvis is down 
DD Lamela noted when in storm mode, or when Purvis is down, DU-COMM will use All Call / General tone to 
notify all agencies. Will discuss how to make notifications for calls, while in storm mode/ when Purvis is down.  
Wheaton Chief Schultz noted toning for emergency operations will apply to storm mode, CAD down, Purvis 
down, etc.  Using this more global term.   
 
E.  Winfield Road & Oakwood Water Rescue/Recovery – Follow-up 
DD Lamela noted a meeting with Chief Evans to further discuss the incident. The Standardization Committee 
has not yet discussed the IFERN issues on the call, but will reviewed at the next meeting.  
 
Chief Wood asked if there were questions and there were none. 
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7.  New Business 
Chief Wood asked for any New Business. He noted typically in June, DU-COMM committees review the Chairs. 
He has chaired Fire Ops for about 15 years with Chief Tanner Vice-Chairman and Chief Evans Secretary. Chief 
Wood will step down as Chairman, but the Chiefs Operations Committee to determine if Chief Tanner will 
become Chairman and Chief Evans Vice-Chairman. Secretary Keifer will fill take minutes until in-person 
meetings can resume.   
   
8.  Other Business 
Chief Wood asked if there was Other Business, and DD Lamela asked everyone on the call to email Secretary 
Keifer, so participant names are recorded in the minutes. Chief Liss noted the notice from CM Berg regarding 
tollway responses to verify mile markers, jurisdictional boundaries, etc. and noticed conflicts between the ISP, 
the Tollway Authority CAD, DU-COMM CAD, and what some departments have on their maps. Suggested those 
agencies meet to review the true map and mile markers to determine best access, etc. Corrections are needed, 
but we may not have the authority to correct our CAD, if the ISP CAD is in conflict. Director Tegtmeyer to 
determine contacts of those agencies, along with Mike D. (ETSB map), ACDC, Naperville, and CM Berg.   
 
9.  Adjournment 
At 8:48 a.m. Chief Tanner made a motion to adjourn the meeting and Chief Bonomo seconded. Motion 
approved by unanimous voice vote. Meeting adjourned.  

 
The next Fire Operations Subcommittee meeting is August 20, 2020 – 8:00 a.m. at DU-COMM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Christine Keifer 
Christine Keifer 




